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Abstract— Since the world’s resources of material and energy are getting progressively, by necessity, there is growing
involvement in studies of wear on a global basis. Wear of sliding components result in reduced mechanical efficiency and
an irretrievable loss of material in the form of wear debris. Wear at the interface between moving particles is a normal
characteristic of machine operation.

The kind and rate of wear depend on the machine type. Lubrication is provided between the moving surface to minimize
the wear but during operations millions minute wear particles entering the lubricating oil. These particles are in suspension
in the oil, larger particles may be trapped by filter while others generally too small to be removed, remain in suspension in
the circulating oil.

Condition based monitoring has, in the past, been referred to as an art, when quite clearly it is a science, and despites the
cost of machine, surprisingly little attention has been devoted to this science from the viewpoint of understanding and
modeling failure mechanisms and the study of probability to failure. Predictive maintenance technique has now become
common exercises as they maximize the machine availability time and minimize the cost of maintenance, since the machine
can be stopped just before as impending problem in an other wise healthy machine

Fault detection using vibration analysis is difficult in very low speed – high load noisy machines. In the case of slow speed
bearing the vibration generated by damaged components is very low, usually close to the floor noise and difficult to identify.
In these situations, Wear Debris Analysis has proven useful in providing supporting evidence on the bearing or gear status.
It also provides information on the wear mechanism, which is involved.
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INTRODUCTION

Wear is the primary mechanism by which industrial
plant deteriorates. By observing the amount and
mechanism of wear periodically one is able to
monitor the deterioration of plant. Traditionally this

has been done by SOAP (spectrometric) analysis of
used oil. In industrial drives this has a major
deficiency, the most important size fraction, that is
the particles above 10 microns are ignored. In a
"normal" industrial drive the average particle size is
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15-25 microns. In most cases in a distress situation
the size of these particles increases and traditional
techniques have not been able to effectively detect
this. Wear debris analysis overcomes the particle size
limitation and gives additional information on the
mechanism, location and extent of wear as well as
the state of the Lubricant and contaminant content.
by both codes which could help us to have a better
process of how to get stresses at the weld joint using
Finite element approach. The results got from FEA
approach then examine with experimental approach.
The analysis is done onto the equipment which
already in use but need to go under observations and
checkups for further necessary modifications.

I. LITERATURE REVIEW

Wear Metals:

Wear metals are caused by the relative motion
between metallic parts. The motion is accompanied
by friction and wear on the surfaces, which are in
contact with one another. The metal particles are
rubbed off due to friction and enter the lubricating
oil, the degree of wear can be evaluated as being
normal or abnormal. The wear metals have the same
chemical composition as the components from which
they come, and type of wear metal can provide
information on which part being worn. Increased
quantities of iron are common, since many parts are
composed of iron, while an increase in content of less
common metals such as silver can often indicate
precisely which component is being worn
abnormally.

The size and shape of wear material will differentiate
between the following wear mechanisms.

► Rubbing

► Surface Fatigue

► Corrosion

► Sliding

► Cutting

The particle material will pin point to the source and
therefore deteriorating component-wearing race,
rolling element or cage, rubbing scales, gear teeth
etc.

Types of Wear Particles

There are six basic particles type generated through
the wear process. These include ferrous and non-
ferrous particles and comprise of:

1. Normal Rubbing Wear

Rubbing wear particles are generated because of
normal sliding wear in a machine and result from
exploitation of particles of the shear mixed layer.
Rubbing wear particles consists of flat platelets,
generally 5 microns or smaller, although they might
range up to 15 microns depending upon equipment
associations. There should be little or no visible
texturing of the surface and thickness should be 1
micron or less

2. Cutting Wear Particles

Cutting wear particles are generated as result of one
surface penetrating another. There are two ways of
generating this effect.

A relatively hard component can become misaligned
or fractured resulting in hard, sharp edge penetrating
a soft surface. The particle generated this way is
coarse and large, averaging 2-5 microns wide and 25-
100 microns long.

Hard abrasive particles in the lubrication, either as
contaminants such as sand or wear debris from
another part of this system, may become embedded
in soft wear surface(two body abrasion) such as
Lead/Tin alloy bearing. The abrasive particles
protrude from the soft wear surface and penetrating
the opposing wear surface. The maximum size of
cutting wear particles generated in this way is
proportional to the size of abrasive particles in the
lubricant. Very fine wire-like particles can be
generated with thickness as low as 25 microns.

Cutting wear particles are abnormal. Their presence
and quantity should be carefully monitored. If the
majority of the cutting particles in a system are a few
micrometers long and a fraction of a micrometers
wide the presence of particulate contaminants should
be suspected. If a system shows increased quantity of
large (50 microns long) cutting wear particles, a
component failure is potentially imminent.
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3. Spherical Particles

These particles are generated in the bearing cracks.
If generates their presence gives an improved
warning of impending trouble as they are detectable
before any spalling occurs. Rolling fatigue generates
few spheres over 5 microns in diameter while the
sphere generated by welding, grinding and corrosion
are frequently over 10 microns in diameter.

4. Severe Sliding

Severe sliding wear particles are identified by
parallel on their surfaces. They are generally larger
than 15 microns, with the length-to-width thickness
ratio falling between 5-30 microns. Severe sliding
wear particles sometimes show evidence of temper
colors, which may change the appearance of the
particle after heat treatment.

5. Bearing Wear Particles

These distinct particle types have been associated
with rolling bearing fatigues.

Fatigue spall particles constitute actual removal from
the metal surface with a pit or a crack is propagated.
These particles reach a maximum size of 100
microns during the microspalling process. Fatigues
spalls are generally are flat with a major dimension-
to-thickness ratio of 10 to 1. They have a smooth
surface and a random, irregularity shape
circumference.

Laminar particles are very thin free metal particles
with frequent occurrence of holes. They range
between 20 to 50 microns in major diameter with a
thickness ratio of 30:1. These particles are formed by
the passage of wear particles through a rolling

contact. Laminar particles may be generated
throughout the life of a bearing.

Examples of some of the successes achieved with
debris analysis are:

• failure prevention in diesel engines used in haul
trucks.

• failure prevention in long wall mining and
continuous miner gearboxes.

• failure prediction on a large selection of both
surface and underground mining equipment used
in the gold mining industry.

• contamination control in surface gold mining
process equipment.

• grease and oil selection through comparative
lubricant trials.

• condition monitoring of critical coal milling
gearboxes in the power generation industry.

• failure investigations of critical bearings in ball
mills used in the gold mining industry.

New Developments in Debris Analysis

There have been two innovative local developments
of debris monitoring. These are Contamination
Control. A simple technique for monitoring and
reporting on levels of solid contamination within a
system has been developed. Previously monitoring
of contamination to the accepted codes has either
been time consuming or required an expensive
investment in equipment. Now users are able to set
contamination limits for their equipment and simply
monitor whether they are within these limits. Grease
Analysis A program for the routine monitoring of
greases using debris analysis has been going on for
over a year now. Ale major problem concerning
grease is separating the wear debris from the solids
occurring within the grease's additive assembly. As
no generally accepted standard method existed, this
had to be developed and refined into a meaningful
technique. There has now been a buildup of data
showing that not only can debris analysis be
performed on greases but the technique is sensitive
to mechanical health.

Side Benefits of Instituting Wear Debris Monitoring
Programs:

Beyond the main concern to prevent unexpected
failures which most users of such systems have, there
are a number of side benefits that have been
experienced. These side benefits are easily
overlooked but all contribute to instigating better use
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of machinery and reducing the running costs for
users. Some of the hidden benefits are: • regular
sampling ensures that there is lubricant in the
gearbox • the oil is in a state whereby it will serve the
required function • reduction or elimination of
unexpected failures allows better use of manpower •
extension of the life of mature machines • allowing
slightly degraded machines to be run until they can
be conveniently rectified, whereas previously this
machine may have been immediately taken out of
service with resultant loss of availability. • due to the
reduction in failures, the high costs of transport,
storage and handling of spares and sub assemblies is
greatly reduced. In the UK coal mining industry this
figure is estimated to be as high as 22% of the life
cycle costs of machines. • by sampling a unit
immediately prior or after entering service an
indication of the quality and workmanship during
maintenance is obtained. At one mine this has led to
an improved standard of maintenance both within the
mine and by external contractors.

II. CONCLUSION

Several methods exist for the monitoring of machine
health. Present experience indicates the simple
method of extracting oil samples periodically and
monitoring the rate of wear are particularly
appropriate to industrial applications. Qualitative
analyses of the particle morphology, is seen as an
important factor in deciding what action to take once
a problem has been identified, because it assists in
identifying the source, severity and mechanism of
wear. As important as the physical testing of the
sample is the method of communicating results to

management. The computer plays a vital part in this
role and as such has become an important part of the
condition monitoring instrumentation required. The
benefits of obtaining better intelligence on the health
of equipment from correct testing, interpretation and
data processing, provide management with important
information for strategic machine maintenance.
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